Status Level

Example

Response

GREEN
All clear. No
knowledge of
any potential
threats.

Clear radar, no known threats, no potentially rogue
volunteers/spectators/general public.

None

YELLOW
Potential threat
is being
monitored.

Potential for severe weather or thunderstorm;
questionable individual known to be in race area;
non-event related emergency occurring within
close proximity to race.

HQ monitor situation. Crisis team stay
alert and in communication.

ORANGE
Threat is
imminent.

Lightning showing on radar tracking towards race
area; non-event related emergency
intensifies/could impact race course.

Crisis team mobilizes and monitors
threat. Busses are moved into predetermined strategic locations to
evacuate runners from course if status
is elevated to Red.

RED
Activate
Response Plan to
current threat.

Lightning within 10 miles of race course; terrorist
act.

Delay race start or close race course.

Message to Racers in the event of a RED STATUS ALERT after race start:
The course has been shut down due to
_______________________________________________.
The race will NOT be restarted.
All racers should shelter at the nearest aid station and await transport to the start/finish
area.
If you choose not to stop and shelter, you are proceeding at your own risk and you
understand that:
 Signs, arrows, and course markings may not be in place
 Volunteer course marshals will not be in place
 Police will not be in place
 No one will be there to tell you where to go
 You are proceeding AT YOUR OWN RISK.
MEDALS: All participants will receive a medal for the race in which they registered for,
regardless of whether or not they completed the course before the course was closed.
TIMING MATS: All intermediate timing mats will be pulled at the time of course closure. The
finish line mat will stay in place to account for runners; however, an official finishing time
will not be awarded to runners who cross the finish line after the course is officially closed.
AWARDS: Overall and age group awards will be awarded only to those who earned them and
were able to complete the race course before the course was closed.

